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HI,
On TV a few days ago I saw a ‘anti-mask’ protester in downtown Toronto carrying a
sign “GLOBAL PANDEMIC HOAX”. I was incensed and angry that anyone could be so
deluded as to make up and show o such a lie.
What I though I would do in response is arrange for them a (virtual) world city tour
to see the wonders of our Earth and the great things we humans have made in so
many cities. To be included in the itinerary each city/country needs to be currently
su ering from high and/or increasing levels of COVID-19; the rst stop at each
would be any local hospital’s intensive care unit (ICU) to see them full of COVID-19
patients, su ering horribly, many near death from the 'hoax' and their carers
exhausted and fearful of dying too (over 3000 have already died). Then to the
morgues to see them full., even over owing into refrigerator trucks. The rst stop
will be Miami. Who wouldn’t love its beach? Then to Nashville, Atlanta, New
Orleans, Houston, Phoenix and Los Angeles, the city of angels, now wearing a
designer black Oscar’s out t. Then a quick ight to Mexico City and San Salvador,
then Bogotá, Quito and onto Rio (another beach stop), Buenos Aires, Lima and
Santiago. Then catch a Paci c breeze to Hong Kong, Singapore, Manila, Dhaka, New
Delhi and Karachi. But before leaving Asia I’d recommend a stopover in Xinjiang for
a few weeks of re-education, though the trip is only half over. Keep on truckin’
brothers and sisters and take-o to Tehran, Baghdad, Tel Aviv, Riyadh, Oman...
before continuing onto Cairo, Nairobi, Lusaka, Harare and Cape Town (where after
the hospital and morgue visits they could tour Robben Island to understand what
protest and justice is all about) before heading back north to Rome, Kraków,
Moscow, Barcelona and London. Maybe return home through New York to see the
Statue of Liberty, the symbol of the freedom they’re abusing. But, wow, what a trip
and seeing all those hospitals overloaded with thousands COVID-19 patients! All a
'hoax'; I guess the trick is on me. And then back in Toronto I’d give them a ticket to
see an NHL hockey game (sorry, no baseball here this year) where they could

re ect on their former ignorance and maybe think about the >17 million who’ve
tested positive for the virus and the minimum 700,000 who have already died of it.
And if they did change their minds about COVID-19 maybe they, too, could see
parallels in the complete folly of other conspiracy theories like those against
vaccines and climate change. No one has a monopoly on truth; it just seems that
some aren't looking for it. For sure, debate should never be restricted.
In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#31 of 2020) there are hoax busting stories,
debate and more, including:
Coronavirus updates:
Covid-19’s impact on ethnic minorities linked to housing and air
pollution,
Record number of coronavirus cases in every global region (like the
world tour),
Airline job losses total 400,000 from COVID-19,
Ten ways to manage COVID-19 symptoms at home,
Assessing when you can be around others after you had or likely had
COVID-19,
New Brazil study nds no hydroxychloroquine bene t,
Cuba in the last stretch of the pandemic, THEN
Why you must re your fossil bank,
Tracking funds for energy in recovery packages (a new tool),
Half of Bangladesh is under ood-water and over a million displaced,
A crisis of accountability for women’s, children’s and adolescents’ health,
Tick-borne encephalitis outbreak in France from raw milk cheese,
Is this the end of new pipelines?
Six decades of Cuban global health cooperation,
Should we eat more like the Japanese?
Survey of Canadians on women’s and child health and foreign aid,
The RCMP is broken,
A physician’s quote on individual freedom,
Fake journals and the dangers of predatory publishing,
Wildlife and bushmeat imports and controls,
Who invented the wheel and how did they do it?
Does sunscreen work or not?
A new book “A Chemist’s Skeptical Look at Nutritional Wisdom,
What science and other countries teach us about reopening schools, and
ENDSHOTS at an Ontario lake among COVID-19 stats.
I hope you’ll take a look.
Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES

Globally about 7 million new cases in July and
170,000 deaths

Covid-19 Impact On Ethnic Minorities
Linked To Housing And Air Pollution

Credit: Joe Giddens/PA

The severe impact of Covid-19 on people from minority ethnic groups has been
linked to air pollution and overcrowded and poor-standard homes by a study of
400 hospital patients. It found patients from ethnic minorities were twice as likely
as white patients to live in areas of environmental and housing deprivation, and
that people from these areas were twice as likely to arrive at hospital with more
severe coronavirus symptoms and to be admitted to intensive care units (ITU).
Minority ethnic groups were known to be disproportionately a ected by Covid-19:
they account for 34% of critically ill Covid-19 patients in the UK despite constituting
14% of the population. The research is the rst to examine the role of
environmental and housing deprivation. Read More at The Guardian

SEE MORE STORIES:
At Reuters: Record Numbers Of Coronavirus Cases In Every Global Region
At The Star: Jobs Lost At Airlines During Coronavirus Pandemic Total 400,000
At CDC: Ten Things You Can Do To Manage Your COVID-19 Symptoms At Home
At CDC: When You Can be Around Others After You Had or Likely Had COVID-19
At Economic Times: Brazil Study Finds No Hydroxychloroquine Bene t For COVID19
At Socialist Project: Cuba In The Last Stretch of the Pandemic
At Reuters: Into The Fog: How Britain Lost Track Of The Coronavirus

Why You Must Fire Your Fossil Bank

Credit:By Henrickson at English Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/...

In 2015, 197 countries signed the Paris Agreement which has a stated goal of
holding the warming of the planet well below 2°C but aim for 1.5°C (Article 2.1.a).
The agreement asks that governments at all levels, individuals, private industry,
institutions, organizations and the nancial world all do their part. Sadly that is not
our reality. Like all of us and every other segment of society, banks have to be
aligned with the Paris Agreement. But they are far from it. In fact it’s quite the
opposite. In Canada, the ve big banks are bad for climate.
The International Monetary Fund estimates the world is making an annual $5
trillion perverse bet against the climate by providing subsidies to fossil fuels. Gross
over-investment—over 5% of global GDP—in high-carbon industries and lifestyles
and gross under-investment—only 1% of global GDP—in clean technology is
causing massive harm to our plane. Read more about Canadian banks at Below2c.

Energy Policy Tracker - Track Funds For
Energy In Recovery Packages

Credit: Lancet

G20 governments have pledged to inject trillions of dollars into the global economy
to counteract the health, social and nancial shocks caused by the COVID-19 crisis.
This large-scale stimulus spending will shape the global economy for decades to
come. These decisions could trigger unbearable climate disasters or create a
resilient and safe economy powered by clean energy. Read More at The Energy
Policy Tracker

UN Fears Half Of Bangladesh May Face
More Floods

Credit: Dhaka Tribune

The United Nations O ce for Coordination of Humanitarian A airs (OCHA)
estimates that half of Bangladesh will be a ected by worsening oods in the
coming days. The Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD) and Flood

Forecast and Warning Center (FFWC) have echoed the concerns voiced in OCHA’s
situation report on Asia Paci c humanitarian e orts. Both BMD and the FFWC
predict heavy rains in coming days. Some areas of Dhaka (the capital) have already
become ooded. FFWC says the ood waters came through canals and sewerage
lines of the Dhaka Water and Sewerage Authority that are connected to
surrounding rivers. Read More at Dhaka Tribune
See also at Al Jazeera: Nearly one-third of Bangladesh a ected by monsoon oods

A Crisis Of Accountability For Women's,
Children's And Adolescents' Health

Credit: Mayo Clinic Women's Health Research Center

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, global progress towards the 2030 Every
Woman Every Child (EWEC) Global Strategy for Women's, Children's and
Adolescents' Health targets to save the lives of women and children was already
lagging by around 20%.1 Now, the global pandemic is making a bad situation even
worse, as some countries divert resources away from essential services.The direct
and indirect e ects of the COVID-19 response on pregnant women, newborn
babies, young children and adolescents are huge. In many places, essential health
services for these populations, as well as social and nancial support, have been
insu cient.1 There have been mass closures of sexual and reproductive health
services, including HIV testing and post-abortion care, and supply shortfalls,
including for contraceptives.2 Constraints in accessing maternal health services
during lockdowns are compounded by health workers being diverted from
maternity services to COVID-19 units.3 Immunization campaigns have been halted,
leaving an estimated 13·5 million children unprotected against life-threatening
diseases.4 With school closures, 370 million children are missing out on school
meals5 and adolescents are su ering from social isolation and mental health
problems.6 And domestic violence has increased, with many more emergency calls
reported in several countries.7” Read More at The Lancet.

Tick-borne Encephalitis Outbreak
Linked To Raw Milk Cheese In France

Credit: The Food Safety

France has identi ed its rst outbreak of tick-borne encephalitis from consumption
of raw milk products, with more than 40 people a ected. The infections are linked
to eating a brand of raw milk goat cheese in Ain, in the Rhone-Alpes region,
between April and May this year, according to Santé publique France. The cheese
producer is GAEC des Chevrettes du Vieux Valey. It is thought ticks carrying the
virus contaminated a goat, then its milk, then the cheeses, and nally consumers. A
total of 42 cases of lymphocytic meningitis, encephalitis and infectious syndromes
have been identi ed in people living in the commune of Oyonnax, within a radius
of 30 kilometres. Read More at The Food Safety News.

GOOD NEWS

Is This The End Of New Pipelines?

Credit: Abluquerque Journal

They are among the nation’s most signi cant infrastructure projects: More than
9,000 miles of oil and gas pipelines in the United States are currently being built or
expanded, and another 12,500 miles have been approved or announced —
together, almost enough to circle the Earth. Now, however, pipeline projects like
these are being challenged as never before as protests spread, economics shift,
environmentalists mount increasingly sophisticated legal attacks and more states
seek to reduce their use of fossil fuels to address climate change. Read More at NY
Times

MORE GOOD NEWS

Six Decades of Cuban Global Health
Cooperation

Credit: SCILOSP

In 1978, the world was put on notice: health inequalities exacerbated by lack of
access to essential services was a ticking time bomb threatening social and
economic development everywhere. That year, over 100 countries signed on to the
Declaration of Alma-Ata, which a rmed that “health . . . a state of complete
physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or
in rmity, is a fundamental human right.” To guarantee this right, governments
were urged to prioritize the provision of quality, continuous, comprehensive and
a ordable primary care for their entire populations by the year 2000. Forty years
after Alma-Ata, many countries have failed unequivocally to attain that goal. In
2017, the World Bank and WHO released sobering data that nearly half the world’s
population was still without essential health services. Meanwhile, the cost of those
services—when accessible—had already pushed nearly 100 million people into
extreme poverty.
From astronomical medical school tuition to inconsistent political will, numerous
factors contribute to this global human rights crisis. To forge a plan towards
‘building a healthier world,’ experts and governments were invited to share data,
analysis and experiences at the 2019 UN General Assembly’s rst High-Level
Meeting on Universal Health Coverage (UHC). Among the countries presenting
ndings was Cuba, a small, developing nation whose health system aimed for
universal care and coverage as early as 1960, when the rights to health and
education were recognized. Through that decade’s Rural Medical Service, doctors
fanned out nationwide to extend health services to all Cubans, reaching universal
coverage well before the Alma-Ata Declaration was adopted.

The island nation had shown that even poor countries can make signi cant gains
in population health. Today, Cuba’s main health indicators rank alongside those of
many high-income countries—results that support the island nation’s peoplecentered strategy emphasizing community-based preventive and primary care.
Since the 1980s, that primary-care foundation was bolstered by vastly increasing
the numbers of physicians (from 15,247 in 1980 to 95,487 by 2018). As a result,
today some 10,000 family doctors live and practice in the neighbourhoods that
geographically de ne their patient load, working with family nurses to provide
preventive, curative and rehabilitative care guided by the community polyclinic to
which they report and refer. Thirteen health universities dot the country, o ering
medical, nursing and allied health professional training; some 150 hospitals
provide secondary and tertiary care, bolstered by research institutes in 12
specialties and a world-class biotech sector.
During the past six decades, Cuban doctors, nurses and allied health professionals
have also worked in public health systems in over 150 countries through bilateral
and international cooperation accords; by the end of 2018, more than 400,000
Cuban medical professionals had served abroad. Over time, these programs
evolved beyond sta ng to include training, technical and epidemiological
components, as well as incorporation of pharmaceuticals and targeted specialtycare initiatives. Read More at Scielosp.

OPINION

Should We Eat More Like The Japanese?

Credit: Getty Images

The Japanese have one of the highest life expectancies in the world. Is part of it
down to what they’re putting on their plates? Japan also has the most centenarians
– those 100 years old or more – of any country in the world. Forty-eight in every
100,000 people in the country make it to their century. Nowhere else on Earth
really comes close. Numbers like that can cause people in other parts of the world
to sit up and pay attention. What is they have that we don’t? Is it something they’re
eating?
It’s buzzes like this that gave us such things as the Mediterranean diet. Its
popularity outside of the Mediterranean can be traced back to American
nutritionist Ancel Keys and his interest in the centenarians of Italy, whose diet was
low in animal fat, back in the 1970s. In the 1990s, another nutrition researcher,
Walter Willett, mentioned Japan’s unusually long-lived population in a paper, along
with its low number of deaths from heart disease. Since then, numerous research
papers have asked whether this longevity be linked to food. And if so, what foods
might the rest of us, in hopes of garnering similar lifespans, start adding to our
shopping lists? One recent review of 39 studies probing the connection between
Japanese diet and health found a few commonalities emphasized by many papers:
seafood, vegetables, soybeans and related productions, like soy sauce, rice, and
miso soup. Read More at BBC

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

National Survey Results: Canadians
Concerned About The Health Of Women
and Children Amid COVID-19 Pandemic

Source: Todd Eckelman

On July 22, 2020, CanWaCH invited those working in international development to a
timely update on activities to further engage with Canadians on Canada’s leading
role in global health.
During this webinar, CanWaCH was joined by David Coletto, Chief Executive O cer
of Abacus Data, to share the results of recent public opinion polling. The poll,
conducted for CanWaCH by Abacus Data, found that while Canadians want Canada
to play a role in foreign aid, they also have questions about support for O cial
Development Assistance (ODA) in comparison to crisis-based funding. In light of
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the top global concern of Canadians remains
infectious disease. Additionally, well over half of Canadians are also concerned
about global issues of gender inequality (67%) and the health of women and
children (81%). Read More or Watch Webinar at CANWACH

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

The RCMP Is Broken

Credit: Marc Bruxelle/Alamy

Leon Joudrey shuts his phone o before he goes to bed, so when he awoke in his
Portapique, N.S., home early on the morning of April 19, he had no idea that 13 of
his neighbours, including some of his closest friends, had been murdered while he
slept. Now the RCMP is under investigation for its handling on the case.
The roots of the system are in the force’s history—the North West Mounted Police
—a paramilitary force created to extend eastern power into the plains. Sir John A.
Macdonald ordered the force created in 1873, modelled on the Royal Irish
Constabulary, after American wolf hunters massacred more than 20 Assiniboine
people in the Cypress Hills in Saskatchewan. And in 1877, the force gave sanctuary
to Sioux Chief Sitting Bull, who was eeing the genocidal U.S. Army.
But the North West Mounted Police was soon involved in military campaigns to
repress Indigenous uprisings, both Métis and Cree, helping colonial authorities to
force Indigenous people onto reserves, where many starved. It enforced apartheidstyle pass laws and helped force Indigenous children into residential schools,
where many were abused and an untold number died of preventable diseases
exacerbated by malnutrition.
Indigenous leaders say this bitter legacy of genocidal colonialism continues now.
Since the RCMP polices much of rural Canada, and also is responsible for national
security, Mounties are typically called on to clear blockades and to gather
intelligence on Indigenous activists that resource companies consider a threat.
They have brought snipers to blockades in British Columbia and New Brunswick,
military-style shows of force—“lethal overwatch” in the words of the RCMP—that
Indigenous people consider a calculated attempt at intimidation.
This painful history means that community policing carried out by the RCMP in
Indigenous communities is hampered by mutual suspicion. Consider the case of
Chief Allan Adam, who was knocked to the ground and repeatedly punched by an
RCMP o cer as he and his wife were trying to drive away from Boomtown Casino
in Fort McMurray, Alta., on March 10. Read More at Macleans.

NIKITA - RESIDENT PHYSICIAN

Quote Of The Week
“It’s interesting that we ascribe freedom to the individual. In theory, considering
your own freedom to be important should mean respecting someone else’s too.
I think that second part becomes neglected. Things get fuzzy when exercising
our own freedom can compromise others. When I see pictures of leisurely
crowds on sunny days, it’s hard not to feel betrayed. It’s a stark contrast to
seeing people trying to survive, both inside and outside the hospital”

Upcoming Events
September 22nd - 23rd: U.N. Summit on Biodiversity (New
York City, USA)
October 19-22, 2020 (Virtual): Canadian Conference for
Global Health: Global Health In A Changing Climate
November 9th-19th: 2020 UN Climate Change Conference
(UNFCCC COP26) (Glasgow, Scotland) - Postponed until

latter 2021
June 7th-9th 2021: Executive Course: Global Health
Diplomacy (University of Toronto, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA:

Fake Journals In The Age Of Fake
News: The Dangers Of Predatory
Publishing

Credit: Eduardo Luzzatti

The emergence of “predatory journals” has clouded the available health
information needed for sound, evidence-based advice to support decision-making
for patients and the public. Health research has led to improved therapies, new
medicines, new surgeries and improved patient safety. According to Statistics
Canada, average life expectancy in Canada is now 82 years and much of this
improvement can be attributed to advances in public health and biomedical
research.
Many of these advances have come about through the accumulation and sharing
of knowledge between researchers. The process of scienti c communication occurs

primarily through the publication of research ndings in medical journals. This
process, however, is being disrupted by a new phenomenon: predatory journals.
The Royal Society of London published one of the rst academic journals in 1665 as
a way for members to share their work. Many of its features continue today,
including peer reviews in which independent scientists critically review works prior
to publication, and proper archiving that allows researchers to access and build
upon existing knowledge. At that time, access to journal publications was limited to
scientists and others who paid publishers to read the articles.

Read More at Healthy Debate

FYI #2

Brussels Airport Bushmeat + China
To Pay Some Wildlife Farmers To
Stop + Hunger Threatens Kruger
Wildlife

Credit: Team Africa
Geographic

Huge quantities of bushmeat passes through Brussels Airport each year

Each year, 44.4 tons of meat from domestic and wild animals brought in from West
and Central Africa passes through Brussels National Airport, according to research
conducted. Only meat imported illegally by passengers and intercepted by
customs at Brussels Airport is covered by the research and estimates.
China provinces o er wildlife farmers cash to stop

Farmers in two central Chinese provinces are being o ered cash to quit breeding
exotic animals as pressure grows to crack down on the illegal wildlife trade that
has been blamed for the coronavirus outbreak.
Wildlife at risk as hunger encircles Kruger National Park

Kruger National Park, South Africa, is being encircled by a ring of human hunger
triggered in part by the Covid-19 pandemic. The Mozambican and Zimbabwean
regions that border the park on the north and east are su ering acute food
shortages.

Read More at The Africa Geographic

FYI #3

Who Invented the Wheel? And How
Did They Do It?

Credit: CASEY CHIN

The wagon—and the wagon wheel—could not have been put together in stages.
Either it works, or it doesn’t. And it enabled humans to spread rapidly into huge
parts of the world. Hundreds of thousands of years before the invention of the
wheel, some unlucky hominin stepped on a loose rock or unstable log and—just
before they cracked their skull—discovered that a round object reduces friction
with the ground.
The inevitability of this moment of clarity explains the ancient ubiquity of rollers,
which are simply logs put underneath heavy objects. The Egyptians and the
Mesopotamians used them to build their pyramids and roll their heavy equipment,
and the Polynesians to move the stone moai statues on Easter Island. But rollers
aren’t terribly e cient, because they have to be replaced as they roll forward, and
even if they’re pinned underneath, friction makes them horribly di cult to move.
The solution—and the stroke of brilliance—was the axle. Yet despite the roller’s
antiquity, it doesn’t appear that anyone, anywhere, discovered the wheel and axle
until an ingenious potter approximately 6,000 years ago.

Read more at Wired

FYI #4

Wait, What’s the Deal With
Sunscreen? Does It Work or Not?

Credit: ELENA LACEY; GETTY IMAGES

Scientists understand the chemistry perfectly well, but whether it actually prevents
cancer? The answer's not so simple. Almost every bottle of sunscreen at the
drugstore says it’ll reduce your risk of skin cancer, but that’s not why sunscreen
was invented. In fact, sunscreen is much, much older than our understanding of
skin cancer. People were processing stu

from nature to make sunscreen

millennia ago. For example, ancient Greeks and Egyptians smeared all kinds of
things—like oil, myrrh and rice bran—all over themselves to try and prevent
tanning.
But the roots of modern sunscreens can be traced to a single product: Ambre
Solaire, created by Eugène Schueller in 1935. Back then, the link between the sun
and skin cancer was not well understood. In fact, Ambre Solaire was invented nine
years before anyone realized that DNA carried our genetic information, 18 years
before we knew the structure of DNA, and more than 40 years before we knew that
cancer could be caused by DNA mutations. That’s because Ambre Solaire was
invented to try and prevent sunburn, not skin cancer. In 2012, the FDA’s sunscreen
labeling rules o cially went into e ect, speci cally allowing manufacturers to
claim that a sunscreen “decreases the risk of skin cancer.” To gure out why the
FDA allows manufacturers to make this claim, let’s look at two of the most common
active ingredients in sunscreens sold in the United States: zinc oxide and
oxybenzone (also known as benzophenone‑3).

Read more at Wired

FYI #5: SUMMER READING
A Chemist’s Skeptical Look at
Nutritional Wisdom

Credit: Giorgio Trovato on Unsplash

Do I dare to eat a Cheeto? I do not; I can’t even let one into the house. The same
goes for its delectably plump twin, the Cheez Doodle; its tasty rotund cousin, the
Cheez Ball; and its heavenly brother by another mother, that sandwich of two
Cheezy crackers glued together with peanut butter. I dare not even walk down the
supermarket aisle where this neon orange family lives, for while others may
succumb to chocolate or pastry, my Waterloo is this cheesy goodness — let’s call it
Cheez. One Cheez Doodle would lead to a bag, then to more bags, and then to the
certain catastrophe of a larger, sicker me.
I know these delicacies are terrible for a person’s health. How exactly do I know
that? It’s not because I’m a medical professional, that’s for sure; there were zero
discussions of Cheez in our pre- or post-graduate training. I know because I just
know. Over-processed chemical-laden stu

is bad for you; it’s pure malevolent

junk. Everyone knows that.
George Zaidan, an MIT-trained chemist of contrarian bent, knows it too. That is, he
knows it to be piously reiterated received wisdom, and thus legitimate fodder for
dissection, examination, refutation, and cheerfully self-indulgent obscenity-laden
ri s. Further, he has chosen this junk food truth as an excellent starting point for
“Ingredients: The Strange Chemistry of What We Put In Us and On Us,” an
entertaining and enlightening jaunt around the perimeters of exactly what we can
ever hope science can teach us about stu

that is good and bad for us. And it all

begins with a single Cheeto, the putative rst brick on the winding golden road to
nutritional hell.

Read More at Undark

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

How to Reopen Schools: What
Science and Other Countries Teach
Us

Credit:Dimitris Rapakoussis/EPA, via
Shutterstock

The pressure to bring students back to classrooms is intense, but the calculus is
tricky with infections still out of control in many communities. School districts
across the world consider whether and how to restart in-person classes, their
challenge is complicated by a pair of fundamental uncertainties: No nation has
tried to send children back to school with the virus raging at levels like in the U.S.,
and the scienti c research about transmission in classrooms is limited.

Read more at NY Times

ENDSHOTS
A DAY AT AN ONTARIO LAKE IN DAYS OF COVID-19

WHITEFISH LAKE, SEGUIN, ONTARIO
JULY 25, 2020

COUNTRIES RANKED BY NUMBER OF NEW COVID-19 CASES, JULY 23-30, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

COUNTRIES RANKED BY PERCENT INCREASE OF NEW COVID-19
CASES, JULY 23-30, 2020

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

COUNTRIES RANKED BY NUMBER OF COVID-19 DEATHS, JULY 23-30, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/

Number of Coranvirus Cases Worldwide as of July 29, 2020 by Country
(Note that USA, Brazil and India account for about 50%)
Source: https://www.statista.com/stati...

Number of COVID-19 Cases in Europe as of July 29, 2020
Source: https://www.statista.com/stati...

Top Six U.S. States as of July 30, 2020
Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/national/coronavirus-uscases-deaths/?itid=sf_coronavirus
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